
From: Janet Medlin  

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 9:11 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Janet Medlin and I am a resident of Santa Clara, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Janet Medlin 

  



From: Sana Ahmad < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 9:13 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Sana Ahmad and I am a resident of Milpitas, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Sana Ahmad 

  



From: Neha Sharma  
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 9:15 PM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

   
Hi, 
 
My name is Neha and I am a resident of Sunnyvale, California. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 
 
I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I 
understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the 
public is apparent. 
 
Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate 
language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. 
 
In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief 
Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan 
Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the 
situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers 
is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police 
officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions. 
 
Sincerely, 
Neha Sharma 
  
  



From: Matthew Smith  

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 9:16 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Matthew Smith and I am a resident of Santa Clara, California . I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Smith 

  



From: Katherine Rojas  

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 9:22 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Katherine Rojas and I am a resident of Berkeley, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

  



From: Ayush Kumar  

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 9:24 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Ayush Kumar and I am a resident of San Jose. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Ayush Kumar 

  



From: Megan Silveira  

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 9:26 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Megan Silveira and I am a resident of [City/State]. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Megan Silveira 

  



From: Marvyn Dubon  

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 9:31 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Marvyn Dubon and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Marvyn Dubon 

  



From: Kevin Nguyen < > 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 9:44 PM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, My name is Kevin and I am a resident of Santa Clara. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the excessive 
violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for 
displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I understand that an investigation is 
being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent. Yuen handled the 
situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate language and 
proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. In addition to Yuen's 
actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for 
instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan Diep stated that 
Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is 
extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and 
we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse 
their power, are held accountable for their actions. Sincerely, Kevin Nguyen.  

  
  

  [External Email] 



From: Katie Evans < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 9:48 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Katie Evans and I am a resident of Santa Clara, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Katie Evans 

  



From: Aliya Saiyed < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 9:50 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Aliya Saiyed and I am a resident of San Jose, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Aliya Saiyed 

  



From: Safa Alam < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 9:58 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Safa Alam and I am a resident of Santa Clara, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Safa Alam 

  



From: Harvey Renee < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:03 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is HT and I am a resident of San Jose, California. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

HT 

  



From: Janet Nam-Giao Ngo < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:09 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Janet Ngo and I am a resident of Santa Clara, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Janet Ngo 

  



From: Matt S < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:09 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is [insert name] and I am a resident of [City/State]. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

  



From: Shy hunter < > 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:09 PM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, My name is [insert name] and I am a resident of [City/State]. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). I demand that Jared Yuen be fired 
for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I understand that an investigation is 
being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent. Yuen handled the 
situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate language and 
proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. In addition to Yuen's 
actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for 
instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan Diep stated that 
Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is 
extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and 
we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse 
their power, are held accountable for their actions. Sincerely, 
  

  [External Email] 



From: Goods Paper < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:13 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Kayla and I am a resident of San Jose. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. Yuen has shown no remorse as evident by his recent social media message that expresses arrogance 

and blatant abuse of authority that has been circulating online. 

 

 This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The 

lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. 

I’m requesting that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their 

actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kayla 

  



From: Olivia Wallace < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:18 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Olivia Wallace and I am a resident of Sunnyvale, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Olivia Wallace 

  



From: Kelly Escolar < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:25 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Kelly Escolar and I am a resident of Reno Nevada. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Escolar 

 

  



From: Rachel Stoyanovsky < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:31 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Rachel Stoyanovsky and I am a resident of Richmond California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Stoyanovsky 

  



From: Kelly Escolar < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:25 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Kelly Escolar and I am a resident of Reno Nevada. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Escolar 

  



From: Rachel Stoyanovsky < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:31 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Rachel Stoyanovsky and I am a resident of Richmond California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Stoyanovsky 

  



From: Kenny Solorio < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:32 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Kenny Solorio and I am a resident of San Jose, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kenny Solorio 

  



From: Hannah Crane < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:39 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Hannah Crane and I am a resident of San Jose. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Crane 

  



From: Yadirha Orozco < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:39 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Yadirha Orozco and I am a resident of San Jose California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Yadirha Orozco 

  



From: Tyler Intrieri < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:39 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Tyler Intrieri and I am a resident of San Jose California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Tyler Intrieri 

  



From: Mark O'Neill < > 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:42 PM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov>; The Office of Mayor Sam Liccardo <TheOfficeofMayorSamLiccardo@sanjoseca.gov>; City 
Clerk <city.clerk@sanjoseca.gov>; District9 <district9@sanjoseca.gov>; Webmaster Manager 
<webmaster.manager@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Immediate Accountability For Jared Yuen (Badge# 4392) 
  

 

  

Dear Mayor Licardo, CM Foley, Chief Garcia, Controller Sykes, and others, 
 
My name is Mark O’Neill and I am a resident of San Jose’s 9th district. I am emailing today to demand immediate 
accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the SJ police officer Jared Yuen (Badge #4362). 
 
I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I 
understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the 
public is apparent. Officer Yuen poses a substantial future risk to public safety, and destabilises the already 
threatened trust between the people and police and San Jose. 
 
Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate 
language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. I never 
expected to witness even the potential of human rights violations in the city I grew up in and pay taxes to run. 
 
In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief 
Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while CM Lan Diep stated that Yuen should 
not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”.  This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely 
dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. Yuen is not a kid, he is a grown adult responsible for his conduct. In 
my service 
industry, throwing expletives at the people I serve is not atonable. 
  
To CM Foley, would you have a teacher in a classroom calling students by those words? 
  
To Chief Garcia, why do you demand our civility when your staff member is withholding the same? 
  
To Controller Sykes, I refuse my tax money to pay the salary of a public servant who fails to serve the public. 
  
The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I 
demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions. 
 
Sincerely,  
  
Mark O’Neill 
  

  [External Email] 



From: gabepao495 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:44 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Gabe Paoletti and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Gabe Paoletti 

  



From: Vanessa Bermudez < > 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:45 PM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: There must be accountability for Jared Yuen. 
  

  

 

  

Hello, 
 
My name is Vanessa Bermudez and I am a resident of Cupertino, CA. I am emailing to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 
 
I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I 
understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the 
public is apparent. 
 
Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate 
language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. 
 
In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief 
Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan 
Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the 
situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers 
is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police 
officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions.  
  
No justice, no peace.  
 
Sincerely, 
Vanessa Bermudez 
  

  [External Email] 



From: Viviana Velazquez < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:51 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Viviana Velazquez and I am a resident of San Jose. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Viviana 

  



From: Nathan Zadkovsky < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:51 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Nathan Zadkovsky and I am a resident of Cupertino CA I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nathan Zadkovsky. 

  



From: coachyaniritza < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:53 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Yaniritza Quiroga and I am a resident of Campbell, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Yaniritza Quiroga 

  



From: Michelle Espinosa < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:58 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Michelle Espinosa and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Michelle 

  



From: Sergio Toribio < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:59 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Sergio Toribio and I am a resident of Morgan Hill, Ca. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Sergio Toribio 

  



From: Sarah Lee < > 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 11:03 PM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi,  
  
My name is Sarah Lee and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 
  
I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I 
understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the 
public is apparent. Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 
inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are 
lethal.  
  
In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief 
Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan 
Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”.  
  
This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of 
accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality.  
  
I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Sarah Lee 
  

  [External Email] 



From: Pooja Solanki <> 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 11:06 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Pooja Solanki and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Pooja Solanki 

  



From: Ayesha Waqar < > 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 11:07 PM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, My name is Siddiqa Ayesha Waqar Roomani and I am a resident of Cupertino, CA.  I am emailing today to demand 
accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). I demand 
that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I 
understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the 
public is apparent. Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 
inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are 
lethal. In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police 
Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member 
Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays 
the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police 
officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other 
police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions.  
 Sincerely,   
Ayesha  

  

  

  [External Email] 



From: Liane Chu < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 11:08 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Liane Chu and I am a resident of Sunnyvale, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

  



From: Violeta Gil < > 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 11:21 PM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, My name is Violeta Gil and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). I demand that Jared Yuen be fired 
for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I understand that an investigation is 
being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent. Yuen handled the 
situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate language and 
proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. In addition to Yuen's 
actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for 
instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan Diep stated that 
Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is 
extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and 
we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse 
their power, are held accountable for their actions. Sincerely, Violeta Gil 
  

  [External Email] 



From: Jacqueline N < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 11:25 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Jackie and I am a resident of Sacramento, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jackie Ng 

  



From: Giselle _Diaz < > 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 11:31 PM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, 
 
My name is Giselle Diaz and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 
 
I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I 
understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the 
public is apparent. 
 
Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate 
language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. 
 
In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief 
Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan 
Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the 
situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers 
is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police 
officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions. 
 
Sincerely, 
Giselle Diaz 
  

  [External Email] 



From: Malini Ramaiyer < > 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 11:34 PM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov>; The Office of Mayor Sam Liccardo <TheOfficeofMayorSamLiccardo@sanjoseca.gov>; City 
Clerk <city.clerk@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi,  
 
My name is Malini Ramaiyer and I am a resident of Cupertino, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the excessive 
violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362).  
 
I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I understand 
that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent.  
 
Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate language and 
proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal.  
 
In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief Eddie Garcia, 
for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should 
not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous 
especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the 
victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their 
actions.  
 
Sincerely, 
Malini Ramaiyer 
  

  [External Email] 



From: margarita valencia < > 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 11:34 PM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, My name is Margarita Valencia and I am a resident of San Jose, California. I am emailing today to demand 
accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). I demand 
that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I 
understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the 
public is apparent. Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 
inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are 
lethal. In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police 
Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member 
Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays 
the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police 
officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other 
police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions. 
  
 Sincerely,  
Margarita Valencia 

  
  

  [External Email] 



From: ariana carrino < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 11:35 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is ariana and I am a resident of Union city California . I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Ariana 

  



From: Valerie Giselle Facundo < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 11:40 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Valerie Facundo and I am a resident of Henderson, Nevada. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Facundo 

  



From: audrey wolfe < > 

Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 11:54 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Audrey Wolfe and I am a resident of Sunnyvale, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Audrey Wolfe 

  



From: Jinji S. < > 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:08 AM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, My name is Angelique and I am a resident of San Jose. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). I demand that Jared Yuen be fired 
for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I understand that an investigation is 
being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent. Yuen handled the 
situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate language and 
proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. In addition to Yuen's 
actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for 
instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan Diep stated that 
Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is 
extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and 
we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse 
their power, are held accountable for their actions. Sincerely, Angelique S. 

  
  

  [External Email] 



From: Malak Zadei < > 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:11 AM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, My name is Malak Zadei and I am a resident of Santa Clara. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). I demand that Jared Yuen be fired 
for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I understand that an investigation is 
being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent. Yuen handled the 
situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate language and 
proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. In addition to Yuen's 
actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for 
instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan Diep stated that 
Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is 
extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and 
we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse 
their power, are held accountable for their actions. 
  
 Sincerely, 
  
Malak Zadei 

  
  

  [External Email] 



From: Julia Zaratan < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:11 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

[External Email] 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Julia Zaratan and I am a resident of Santa Clara, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Julia Zaratan 

  



From: Asucena Carreras < > 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:12 AM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, My name is Asucena and I am a resident of San Jose,  CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). I demand that Jared Yuen be fired 
for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I understand that an investigation is 
being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent. Yuen handled the 
situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate language and 
proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. In addition to Yuen's 
actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for 
instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan Diep stated that 
Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is 
extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and 
we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse 
their power, are held accountable for their actions. 
  
 Sincerely,  
-Asucena  
  

  [External Email] 



From: Tayler Ellis < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:15 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Tayler and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I will not be able to trust the San Jose police knowing that there are officers out here that can not control their 

actions or emotions. If I can’t trust them on camera, during a peaceful protest, how are we supposed to trust 

them off camera to protect and serve us? 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Tayler Ellis 

  



From: Stella Lockwood < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:17 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

[External Email] 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Stella Lockwood and I am a resident of San Jose. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Stella Lockwood 

  



From: Angelica Lujan < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:19 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Angelica Lujan and I am a resident of San Jose California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Angelica Lujan 

  



From: Renee Santos < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:19 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Renee Santos and I am a resident of Santa Clara, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Renee Santos 

  



From: Vivienne Alcantar < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:22 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Vivienne Alcantar and I am a resident of San Francisco, CA. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Vivienne Alcantar 

  



From: Amanda Chavez < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:34 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Amanda Chavez and I am a resident of Santa Clara, CA. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Amanda Chavez 

  



From: Kirthi Gomatam < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:45 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Kirthi Gomatam and I am a resident of Cupertino. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kirthi 

 
  



From: Diana Garcia < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:47 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Diana Garcia  and I am a resident of San Jose,CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Diana Garcia 

  



From: eliltasolomon 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:47 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Lily and I am a resident of Sunnyvale, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Lily Solomon 

  



From: nvalle08 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:50 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Nestor Valle and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Nestor Valle 

  



From: Fatima Ali < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:04 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Fatima Ali and I am a resident of Cupertino, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Fatima Ali 

  



From: Janet Escobedo < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:09 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Janet Escobedo and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Janet Escobedo 

  



From: Yared Golla < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:18 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Yared Golla and I am a resident of San Jose, California  I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Yared Golla 

  



From: amanda flores <  

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:20 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability!! 

 

 

 

 

Good Evening 

 

My name is Amanda Flores and I am a resident of San Diego, Ca. I am a mother of two and a veteran of the 

United States Navy. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the 

San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Amanda Flores 

 
  



rom: camellia djebroun < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:36 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Camellia and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Camellia 

  



From: Nazanin Ghavami < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 1:56 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Nazanin Ghavami and I am a resident of San Jose, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Nazanin Ghavami 

  



From: Tiffany Isidro < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 5:02 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Tiffany and I am a resident of Watsonville, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Tiffany Vazquez 

  



From: Michelle Ruiz < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 5:23 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Michelle Ruiz and I am a resident of San José, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Ruiz 

  



From: Justin Porter < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 5:32 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Justin and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Justin Porter 

  



From: Mariah Chavez < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 5:32 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Mariah Chavez and I am a resident of San Jose/Ca I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mariah Chavez 


